Addendum to Joint Copyright Assignment by Ongoing Contributor: Authors
To International Business Machines Corporation ("IBM")
Contact Information:
Ongoing Contributor
   Name:		
Representative:		
E-mail:		
Mailing Address:		
		
Telephone:		
Facsimile:		
Country:		

Ongoing Contributor (hereafter "You") agree that the following terms and conditions shall apply to all Ongoing Contributions made after execution of this Agreement.  A Contribution is created by one or more "Authors". 
A "Contribution" is defined as all source code and related material delivered by You to IBM for incorporation into the Bookmarks Portlet Open Source Project and accepted by IBM. 

Authors. You, the Contributor, are providing IBM with this Author form, listing one or more Authors. You agree to ensure that all of these Authors agree to adhere to the terms of the associated Joint Copyright Assignment by Ongoing Contributor Agreement. You may obtain Contributions from these Authors, and such Contributions may be aggregated into a Contribution that You contribute. IBM may grant one or more of these Authors commit privilege. Any code incorporated into the Bookmarks Portlet source code by one of your committer Authors will be counted as part of Your Contribution under this agreement.


List of Authors to be added to the Joint Copyright Assignment by Ongoing Contributor
Name
Email Address
Committer ID (or N/A)
Employed by You the Contributor? (Yes/No or N/A)*

































* The question about employment applies if You are an entity (e.g., corporation or university).

If any of the Authors are employed by a university (or are a student thereof), corporation or other entity, please confirm that those Authors have been given permission by the university, corporation or other entity to assign joint copyright rights to the Contribution, if applicable.
		
		

Signed:		
Date:		
Printed Name and Title:		

Please complete this form electronically and email it to the requester or to shailekm@in.ibm.com . After review by IBM, please print and sign this form and send it to the following address:
IBM
Bookmark Portlet Project, c/o Shailesh K Mishra
A Wing, 3rd Floor, DFL-Silokhera, 
NH-8, Sec-30 Gurgaon, Haryana-122001


